Abstract. Over fields of prime characteristic the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra contains a finitely generated polynomial algebra over which the universal envelope is a finitely generated module. This result, which is due to Curtis, is crucial in certain investigations of finitely generated soluble Lie algebras and motivates the introduction of the class Max-cu, which will be called the class of Curtis algebras, consisting of Lie algebras whose universal envelopes have the property described above. It has been an open question whether the class Max-cu consists of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. This paper gives an affirmative answer to the question.
1. Notation and preliminary results. We employ the notation and conventions of Amayo and Stewart [1] .
If L is a Lie algebra then U(L) denotes its universal enveloping algebra. We denote by F the class of finite-dimensional Lie algebras; L G Max if every subalgebra is finitely generated;
L G Max-u if U(L) is right noetherian; L G Max-cu if there exists a finitely generated polynomial subring R of the centre of U(L) and a finite number of elements «"...,«" in U(L) such that U(L) = Rux + • • ■ + Run (equivalently U(L) is a finitely generated P-module).
A denotes the class of abelian Lie algebras. By the results of Amayo and Stewart [2], we have Max-cu < Max-u < Max, and F < Max-u < Max.
Over fields of characteristic zero, F n A < Max-cu and over fields of prime characteristic F < Max-cu.
Let L be a Lie algebra defined over a field k, K an extension field of k, U(L) the universal envelope of L and L0 = L ® k K, the K-Lie algebra extension of L. Then U(L0) = U(L) ®k K. Thus if L G Max-cu and R = k[z" . . . , z J £ centre of U(L) such that U(L) = Rux + ■ • ■ + Ru", then U(L0) = P0w, + • • • + RQun, where P0 = K[z,,. . ., zn], whence L0 G Max-cu as a Lie algebra over K. We note also that the class Max-cu is closed under homomorphic images and finite direct sums.
Lie algebras in the class Max-cu will be called Curtis algebras.
The proof of the following lemma may be found in Curtis [4] and Amayo and Lemma 1.2. Suppose L is a finite-dimensional nonàbelian Lie algebra defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero and suppose also that if I is any nonzero ideal of L then L/1 is abelian. Then the following possibilities hold:
(a) L is simple of dimension at least 3. y"] = a. Set £" = kn_x + kxn + ky". Then U = cL(kn_x) = kxn + ky" + Cu(xn) n ctX7n) so that L = kn + cL(k").
As L is finite-dimensional, the process eventually ends to give L the form described in part (c). □ Next we will show that in each of these three cases, L cannot be a Curtis algebra. Proof. The implication one way is clear. Conversely let L be a finite-dimensional nonabelian Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic zero. Suppose if possible that L is a Curtis algebra. Let K be the algebraic closure of k and H -L ® k K. Then H is a finite-dimensional nonabelian Curtis algebra over K, and any quotient of H is a Curtis algebra. Let N = H/I, where / is an ideal of H maximal with respect to H/I being nonabelian. Then as every quotient of A^ by a nonzero ideal is abelian it follows that A^ is either simple, 2-dimensional solvable or the Heisenberg algebra, whence by Examples 1.3 to 1.5, N cannot be a Curtis algebra, a contradiction. □ 2. The infinite-dimensional case. Let X be the class of Lie algebras L, such that U(L) is finitely generated as a module over its centre. Then A < X and so X ^F. Denote by Fin-A the class of Lie algebras whose abelian subalgebras are finite-dimensional and by N the class of nilpotent Lie algebras. We note that the class X is closed under finite direct sums, quotients and field extensions.
Theorem 2.1. X n Fin-A < F. The class X contains a class Max-pu first mentioned in Amayo and Stewart [1] and defined as comprising Lie algebras whose universal algebras are finitely generated over a noetherian subalgebra of their centre. Thus Max-cu < Max-pu < X n Max-u < X n Max and X n Max < X n Fin-A < F. Now in characteristic p, F = Max-cu = X n Fin-A and in characteristic zero, as X n Fin-A < F, we see that X n Fin-A is closed under field extensions and quotients. Suppose that L G X n Fin -A over a field of characteristic zero. Then to show L has to be abelian we may, without loss of generality, assume that the field is algebraically closed, L is finite-dimensional and for each nonzero ideal of / of L the quotient L/I is abelian. Assume L is not abelian. Then L satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2. Now L cannot be the 2-dimensional nonabelian Lie algebra as Example 1.5 shows; nor can L be simple on account of Corollary 2.4, and L cannot be nilpotent on account of Theorem 2.2. So L must be abelian after all. So we have then that F > Max-cu = Max-pu = X n Max = X n Fin-A, over any field. In summary, we have Theorem 2.6. Curtis algebras are precisely those algebras whose abelian subalgebras are finite-dimensional and whose universal algebras are finitely generated modules over their centres. All such algebras are necessarily finite-dimensional. □
